2021 Community Read Book Submissions

1. *Four Hundred Souls* by Ibraham X Kendi and Keisha Blain
2. *The Other Slavery* by Andres Resendez
4. *My Grandmother’s Hands* by Resmaa Menakem
5. *Legal Passing* by Angela Garcia
6. *Halfway Home* by Reuben Miller
7. *Fearing the Black Body: The Racial Origins of Fat Phobia* by Sabrina Strings
8. *The Sum of Us: What Racism Costs All of Us* by Heather McGhee
9. *Conditional Citizens* by Laila Lalami
10. *Gang Leader for a Day: A Rogue Sociologist Takes to the Streets* by Sudhir Venkatesh
13. *When they Call You a Terrorist* by Patrisse Cullors
14. *We do this ’til we free us* by Mariame Kaba
16. *Me and White Supremacy* by Layla Saad
17. *Emergent Strategy* by Adrienne Maree Brown
18. *The Body is not an Apology* by Sonya Renee Taylor
19. *Body Minds Reimagined* by Sami Shaulk
20. *Mediocre: The Dangerous Legacy of White Male America* by Ijeoma Oluo
21. *Hood Feminism* by Mikki Kendal
23. *Killing the Black Body* by Dorothy Roberts
24. *Borderlands/La Frontera* by Gloria Anzaldúa